
SummarySummary Guidelines for goodGuidelines for good

medicalpractice do notreflectthemedicalpractice do notreflectthe

complexrealityof the ethicalproblemscomplexrealityofthe ethicalproblems

that arise inprison.Perhaps the best athat arise inprison.Perhaps the best a

doctor working inprison can do is realisedoctor working inprison can do is realise

thatthere are ethical dilemmasthatthere are ethical dilemmas

everywhere, try to recognise themandeverywhere, try to recognise themand

feel the tension.feel the tension.
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Prison healthcare in England and Wales isPrison healthcare in England and Wales is

undergoing major reform. The principle be-undergoing major reform. The principle be-

hind this, providing prisoners with a stand-hind this, providing prisoners with a stand-

ard healthcare equivalent to that in theard healthcare equivalent to that in the

wider National Health Service (NHS), iswider National Health Service (NHS), is

laudable, but it does not do justice to thelaudable, but it does not do justice to the

complex reality of imprisonment. We arguecomplex reality of imprisonment. We argue

that being a prisoner is not the same asthat being a prisoner is not the same as

being an ordinary citizen and ignoring thebeing an ordinary citizen and ignoring the

realities of the differences between prison-realities of the differences between prison-

ers and ordinary NHS patients leads toers and ordinary NHS patients leads to

complex ethical dilemmas for prisoncomplex ethical dilemmas for prison

healthcare staff. We illustrate some of thehealthcare staff. We illustrate some of the

areas where prison healthcare is different:areas where prison healthcare is different:

access to care and allocation of NHS re-access to care and allocation of NHS re-

sources; patient choice and independence.sources; patient choice and independence.

Many of the examples given refer to psychi-Many of the examples given refer to psychi-

atric care, but the dilemmas apply to gener-atric care, but the dilemmas apply to gener-

al medical care.al medical care.

ACCESS TOCAREACCESS TOCARE
ANDALLOCATIONANDALLOCATION
OFNHS RESOURCESOFNHS RESOURCES

About 5 years ago, when prison doctorsAbout 5 years ago, when prison doctors

were employed by the Prison Service, thewere employed by the Prison Service, the

NHS could exclude prisoners from healthNHS could exclude prisoners from health

services. However, Department of Healthservices. However, Department of Health

guidance specifies that the NHS must nowguidance specifies that the NHS must now

work in partnership with the Prison Servicework in partnership with the Prison Service

to provide healthcare in prisons. In addi-to provide healthcare in prisons. In addi-

tion, by 2006, primary care trusts will be-tion, by 2006, primary care trusts will be-

come fully responsible for commissioningcome fully responsible for commissioning

these services (Department of Health,these services (Department of Health,

2005). This implies that NHS treatment2005). This implies that NHS treatment

guidelines and standards, such as theguidelines and standards, such as the

National Service Framework and NationalNational Service Framework and National

Institute for Health and Clinical ExcellenceInstitute for Health and Clinical Excellence

(NICE) guidelines, now apply equally in(NICE) guidelines, now apply equally in

prison.prison.

These changes have been driven by theThese changes have been driven by the

ethical principle of justice, especially justiceethical principle of justice, especially justice

for the vulnerable in terms of access to re-for the vulnerable in terms of access to re-

sources. This has been formulated clinicallysources. This has been formulated clinically

as the ‘principle of equivalence’. This statesas the ‘principle of equivalence’. This states

that prisoners are entitled to have access tothat prisoners are entitled to have access to

the same range and standard of treatmentthe same range and standard of treatment

as any other potential NHS patient (Jointas any other potential NHS patient (Joint

Prison Service and National Health ServicePrison Service and National Health Service

Executive Working Group, 1999). ThisExecutive Working Group, 1999). This

suggests that prisoners live in a communitysuggests that prisoners live in a community

of their own. Their penance is their loss ofof their own. Their penance is their loss of

liberty. Deprivation of healthcare is an ad-liberty. Deprivation of healthcare is an ad-

ditional punishment which the state is notditional punishment which the state is not

entitled to inflict.entitled to inflict.

It is extremely difficult to provideIt is extremely difficult to provide

‘equivalent care’ in prisons, where physical‘equivalent care’ in prisons, where physical

and mental health problems are common-and mental health problems are common-

place and healthcare budgets are relativelyplace and healthcare budgets are relatively

meagre. Prison doctors will find it difficultmeagre. Prison doctors will find it difficult

to justify prescribing expensive treatmentsto justify prescribing expensive treatments

that are readily available in the wider com-that are readily available in the wider com-

munity. The range of treatments may be re-munity. The range of treatments may be re-

duced further by the lack of resources toduced further by the lack of resources to

administer or monitor certain treatmentsadminister or monitor certain treatments

in prison. Prison doctors delivering primaryin prison. Prison doctors delivering primary

care to prisoners are often faced with situa-care to prisoners are often faced with situa-

tions in which it would normally be appro-tions in which it would normally be appro-

priate to seek a specialist opinion, butpriate to seek a specialist opinion, but

financial constraints can put pressure onfinancial constraints can put pressure on

them not to refer prisoners for treatmentthem not to refer prisoners for treatment

outside prison and there has been a generaloutside prison and there has been a general

reluctance on the part of NHS specialists toreluctance on the part of NHS specialists to

establish prison out-patient clinics or visitestablish prison out-patient clinics or visit

patients in prison.patients in prison.

All healthcare resources have to beAll healthcare resources have to be

rationed but it is not clear on what basis carerationed but it is not clear on what basis care

to prisoners should be. For example, ato prisoners should be. For example, a

specialist hepatology service may refuse tospecialist hepatology service may refuse to

offer this to prisoners with hepatitis on theoffer this to prisoners with hepatitis on the

grounds that demand would outstrip supply:grounds that demand would outstrip supply:

can this decision be justified? What remedycan this decision be justified? What remedy

is there for prisoners if it is not provided?is there for prisoners if it is not provided?

Prison doctors quite often refer prison-Prison doctors quite often refer prison-

ers with serious mental health problems toers with serious mental health problems to

the NHS, seeking transfer to hospital forthe NHS, seeking transfer to hospital for

treatment only to find that they are rejectedtreatment only to find that they are rejected

(Coid, 1999). What is the responsibility of(Coid, 1999). What is the responsibility of

the prison psychiatrist in this situationthe prison psychiatrist in this situation

who believes in-patient treatment is neces-who believes in-patient treatment is neces-

sary but has no power to override anothersary but has no power to override another

healthcare provider’s decision? There is nohealthcare provider’s decision? There is no

equivalent of a prison healthcare centre inequivalent of a prison healthcare centre in

the wider NHS and statutory powers tothe wider NHS and statutory powers to

treat mental disorder do not apply in pris-treat mental disorder do not apply in pris-

on, so, if patients refuse treatment, theyon, so, if patients refuse treatment, they

must remain untreated and mentally ill inmust remain untreated and mentally ill in

prison (Wilson, 2004). Rarely, in such casesprison (Wilson, 2004). Rarely, in such cases

the doctor has to resort to common law tothe doctor has to resort to common law to

justify enforcing treatment for mentaljustify enforcing treatment for mental

disorder without the prisoner’s consentdisorder without the prisoner’s consent

(Wilson & Forrester, 2002; Earthrowl(Wilson & Forrester, 2002; Earthrowl etet

alal, 2003)., 2003).

PATIENTCHOICEPATIENTCHOICE
ANDAUTONOMYANDAUTONOMY

Recruiting suitably qualified and trainedRecruiting suitably qualified and trained

doctors to work in prison has always beendoctors to work in prison has always been

difficult (Department of Health, 2001).difficult (Department of Health, 2001).

The NHS encourages patients to exerciseThe NHS encourages patients to exercise

control over the doctor they see. Prisonerscontrol over the doctor they see. Prisoners

do not get this choice. Choice is a particulardo not get this choice. Choice is a particular

issue in mental health, a recent inquiryissue in mental health, a recent inquiry

report (Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridge-report (Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridge-

shire Strategic Health Authority, 2003)shire Strategic Health Authority, 2003)

recommending that all detained patientsrecommending that all detained patients

have a right to a second opinion abouthave a right to a second opinion about

their diagnosis. How could this betheir diagnosis. How could this be

accommodated in prison?accommodated in prison?

There are further difficulties withThere are further difficulties with

‘choice’ given the coercion inherent to im-‘choice’ given the coercion inherent to im-

prisonment. Capacity to consent or refuseprisonment. Capacity to consent or refuse

treatment is rarely explored in prison de-treatment is rarely explored in prison de-

spite there being case law which states thatspite there being case law which states that

competent refusals of medical treatmentcompetent refusals of medical treatment

must be respected. If a competent adultmust be respected. If a competent adult

prisoner refuses medical treatment, this de-prisoner refuses medical treatment, this de-

cision should be respected, even if the con-cision should be respected, even if the con-

sequences could result in their death. Whensequences could result in their death. When

seeking consent the doctor must not know-seeking consent the doctor must not know-

ingly or unwittingly compromise the pris-ingly or unwittingly compromise the pris-

oner’s autonomy by pressurising them intooner’s autonomy by pressurising them into

accepting treatment. This not only appliesaccepting treatment. This not only applies

to decisions about medical treatment, itto decisions about medical treatment, it

could also involve participation in offendercould also involve participation in offender

treatment programmes that may have atreatment programmes that may have a

bearing on the prisoner’s eligibility for earlybearing on the prisoner’s eligibility for early

release.release.

The question of consent in custodialThe question of consent in custodial

settings is a complex one, and it is oftensettings is a complex one, and it is often

argued that valid consent is almost alwaysargued that valid consent is almost always
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impossible in prison. It is possible to en-impossible in prison. It is possible to en-

force treatment under common law underforce treatment under common law under

certain circumstances in prison, but thecertain circumstances in prison, but the

powers of the Mental Health Act 1983 dopowers of the Mental Health Act 1983 do

not extend to this setting. Some would saynot extend to this setting. Some would say

that this is a good thing, but others wouldthat this is a good thing, but others would

argue that denying prisoners with seriousargue that denying prisoners with serious

mental health problems prompt treatment,mental health problems prompt treatment,

regulated by statutory safeguards, is unethi-regulated by statutory safeguards, is unethi-

cal and out of line with the principle ofcal and out of line with the principle of

equivalence (Wilson, 2004).equivalence (Wilson, 2004).

National Health Service patients haveNational Health Service patients have

increased rights to determine what happensincreased rights to determine what happens

to information about them. The principle ofto information about them. The principle of

equivalence implies that prisoners have theequivalence implies that prisoners have the

same rights. However, prisoners are notsame rights. However, prisoners are not

routinely informed about the limits of con-routinely informed about the limits of con-

fidentiality on entry to prison. Althoughfidentiality on entry to prison. Although

many (if not most) prisoners may be highlymany (if not most) prisoners may be highly

suspicious of any claims to confidentialitysuspicious of any claims to confidentiality

offered by doctors, equally there are someoffered by doctors, equally there are some

who may assume that doctors can offerwho may assume that doctors can offer

total privacy.total privacy.

Issues of choice and autonomy becomeIssues of choice and autonomy become

even more complex in relation to restraint.even more complex in relation to restraint.

Guidelines are available from the BritishGuidelines are available from the British

Medical Association on the use of restraintMedical Association on the use of restraint

in institutional settings (British Medicalin institutional settings (British Medical

Association, 2001). When a prisoner hasAssociation, 2001). When a prisoner has

to be restrained for health-related reasons,to be restrained for health-related reasons,

healthcare professionals should always behealthcare professionals should always be

involved. Control and restraint measuresinvolved. Control and restraint measures

used to maintain discipline should beused to maintain discipline should be

carried out in accordance with prescribedcarried out in accordance with prescribed

guidelines (European Committee for theguidelines (European Committee for the

Prevention of Torture and Inhuman orPrevention of Torture and Inhuman or

Degrading Treatment or Punishment,Degrading Treatment or Punishment,

2002), but must never be used as a punish-2002), but must never be used as a punish-

ment or convenience measure. But whoment or convenience measure. But who

decides when restraint is being so used?decides when restraint is being so used?

Prison doctors were originally employedPrison doctors were originally employed

by the state to mediate the use of punish-by the state to mediate the use of punish-

ment and decide which prisoners shouldment and decide which prisoners should

be exempt from certain aspects of the harshbe exempt from certain aspects of the harsh

prison regime (Gordon, 1922). Even if thisprison regime (Gordon, 1922). Even if this

is no longer the case, to what extent doesis no longer the case, to what extent does

the presence of a doctor legitimise restric-the presence of a doctor legitimise restric-

tive practices?tive practices?

Attempts have been made to addressAttempts have been made to address

other historical anomalies involving pris-other historical anomalies involving pris-

on doctors, such as inspecting the foodon doctors, such as inspecting the food

and deciding whether a prisoner is ‘fit’and deciding whether a prisoner is ‘fit’

to attend court or be placed in segrega-to attend court or be placed in segrega-

tion. Prison Service Order 1700 providestion. Prison Service Order 1700 provides

a simple algorithm for prisoners moveda simple algorithm for prisoners moved

to a segregation unit. However, some ofto a segregation unit. However, some of

the old prison-specific roles of the doctorthe old prison-specific roles of the doctor

still remain. Healthcare staff are requiredstill remain. Healthcare staff are required

to assess whether segregation is likely toto assess whether segregation is likely to

be deleterious to a prisoner’s mentalbe deleterious to a prisoner’s mental

health. Because prisoners with mentalhealth. Because prisoners with mental

health problems might be at increasedhealth problems might be at increased

risk of suicide in segregation, an anxiousrisk of suicide in segregation, an anxious

institution can interpret the algorithm toinstitution can interpret the algorithm to

mean that no prisoner at risk of self-mean that no prisoner at risk of self-

harm is to be segregated. They may beharm is to be segregated. They may be

placed in the healthcare centre instead.placed in the healthcare centre instead.

This not only subverts the function ofThis not only subverts the function of

the healthcare centre, which becomes athe healthcare centre, which becomes a

place of punishment, it offersplace of punishment, it offers cartecarte

blancheblanche for prisoners to assault staff with-for prisoners to assault staff with-

out any disciplinary remedy by the prison.out any disciplinary remedy by the prison.

WHATDOES A‘DUTYWHATDOES A‘DUTY
OF CARE’ MEANINPRISON?OF CARE’ MEANINPRISON?

The principle of equivalence states thatThe principle of equivalence states that

doctors have the same duties to prisonersdoctors have the same duties to prisoners

as to any other patient. Yet this ignoresas to any other patient. Yet this ignores

the fact that duties between persons arisethe fact that duties between persons arise

out of relationships. The relationships thatout of relationships. The relationships that

prison doctors have to negotiate in theirprison doctors have to negotiate in their

work differ considerably from NHSwork differ considerably from NHS

settings.settings.

For example, both staff and prisonersFor example, both staff and prisoners

can exhibit rigid and punitive attitudes to-can exhibit rigid and punitive attitudes to-

wards those detained in hospital. A prisonwards those detained in hospital. A prison

doctor working in relative isolation candoctor working in relative isolation can

find it hard to counter the mindset of prisonfind it hard to counter the mindset of prison

staff who hold very rigid, institutionalisedstaff who hold very rigid, institutionalised

views. It may have become somewhat easierviews. It may have become somewhat easier

for prison doctors who witness unaccepta-for prison doctors who witness unaccepta-

ble practices to speak out now that theble practices to speak out now that the

NHS has become more involved in prisonNHS has become more involved in prison

healthcare, but whistle-blowing in prisonhealthcare, but whistle-blowing in prison

is not something to be envied. Prison doc-is not something to be envied. Prison doc-

tors need a good support network and ade-tors need a good support network and ade-

quate protection if they speak out againstquate protection if they speak out against

abuse.abuse.

Prisoners may evoke very strong emo-Prisoners may evoke very strong emo-

tional reactions that make it difficult fortional reactions that make it difficult for

the doctor to remain objective, perhaps be-the doctor to remain objective, perhaps be-

cause of the nature of a patient’s offence.cause of the nature of a patient’s offence.

Doctors working in general medicine orDoctors working in general medicine or

casualty, for example, may react stronglycasualty, for example, may react strongly

to admitting a man with a history of a sex-to admitting a man with a history of a sex-

ual offending. Although this problem is notual offending. Although this problem is not

unique to prisons, because complex issuesunique to prisons, because complex issues

of this nature are so common in prison,of this nature are so common in prison,

doctors in this setting need adequate gui-doctors in this setting need adequate gui-

dance and support to deal with problemsdance and support to deal with problems

that may arise.that may arise.

There is also the added complexity ofThere is also the added complexity of

working in a multidisciplinary team, whichworking in a multidisciplinary team, which

must involve prison staff who have little ormust involve prison staff who have little or

no mental health training or expertise.no mental health training or expertise.

How can one expect a prison officer to lookHow can one expect a prison officer to look

after a prisoner with borderline personalityafter a prisoner with borderline personality

disorder who presents very challengingdisorder who presents very challenging

behaviour, if they do not have the trainingbehaviour, if they do not have the training

to do so? Recent NHS guidance states thatto do so? Recent NHS guidance states that

all professionals who work with personalityall professionals who work with personality

disorder should have the necessary ‘capabil-disorder should have the necessary ‘capabil-

ities’ (National Institute for Mental Health,ities’ (National Institute for Mental Health,

2003). Good communication is essential2003). Good communication is essential

between those managing complex patients.between those managing complex patients.

Consistency, honesty and attempts to re-Consistency, honesty and attempts to re-

duce the ‘splitting’ that can emerge in theduce the ‘splitting’ that can emerge in the

team are vital. Dividing staff into the ‘goodteam are vital. Dividing staff into the ‘good

guys’ from health who are allowed to knowguys’ from health who are allowed to know

about the patient and the ‘bad guys’ in uni-about the patient and the ‘bad guys’ in uni-

form who must be kept in the dark is aform who must be kept in the dark is a

good example of acting-out the patient’sgood example of acting-out the patient’s

unconscious view of the world.unconscious view of the world.

The National Service Framework objec-The National Service Framework objec-

tives for reducing suicide rates in prisontives for reducing suicide rates in prison

direct the duties of prison doctors throughdirect the duties of prison doctors through

clinical governance. Yet how far can a pris-clinical governance. Yet how far can a pris-

on doctor’s duty extend in relation to pre-on doctor’s duty extend in relation to pre-

vention of suicide or trying to put in placevention of suicide or trying to put in place

aftercare arrangements for prisoners withaftercare arrangements for prisoners with

mental disorder who are released withoutmental disorder who are released without

warning? What should a prison psychiatristwarning? What should a prison psychiatrist

do about practising in an institution that isdo about practising in an institution that is

unable to safely discharge its duty of careunable to safely discharge its duty of care

for all prisoners? Should a prison mentalfor all prisoners? Should a prison mental

health team, designed to meet the needs ofhealth team, designed to meet the needs of

those with severe mental disorder, allowthose with severe mental disorder, allow

itself to be subverted by the prison intoitself to be subverted by the prison into

preventing all prisoners from harmingpreventing all prisoners from harming

themselves or committing acts of violence?themselves or committing acts of violence?

Prisoners are in an institution that owesPrisoners are in an institution that owes

them a duty of care. In the community,them a duty of care. In the community,

people with personality disorder who arepeople with personality disorder who are

suicidal might be offered packages of treat-suicidal might be offered packages of treat-

ment and support, but they might be turnedment and support, but they might be turned

away from services altogether. The princi-away from services altogether. The princi-

ple of equivalence dictates that the sameple of equivalence dictates that the same

approach should apply in prison. However,approach should apply in prison. However,

the consequences of a self-inflicted deaththe consequences of a self-inflicted death

may be very different in these two settings.may be very different in these two settings.

Suicides in prison are seen as a failure of theSuicides in prison are seen as a failure of the

system, perhaps including healthcare,system, perhaps including healthcare,

whereas it is perhaps easier to allow thatwhereas it is perhaps easier to allow that

sometimes bad things happen to people insometimes bad things happen to people in

the community.the community.

CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS

Prison is a challenging environment forPrison is a challenging environment for

doctors. Guidelines for good medical prac-doctors. Guidelines for good medical prac-

tice may not always reflect the nature andtice may not always reflect the nature and

complexity of the ethical problems thatcomplexity of the ethical problems that

arise or the reality of the prison environ-arise or the reality of the prison environ-

ment. Perhaps the most important fact forment. Perhaps the most important fact for

the prison doctor to realise is that therethe prison doctor to realise is that there

are overall ethical dilemmas in prisonare overall ethical dilemmas in prison

medicine and in many cases no simplemedicine and in many cases no simple
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solution is available. In such cases, the bestsolution is available. In such cases, the best

the doctor may be able to do is recognisethe doctor may be able to do is recognise

the issues at stake and feel the tension.the issues at stake and feel the tension.
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